
NAME:

ADDRESS:

EMAIL: PHONE:

BELT DESIGN & COLOR:

HAT CIRCUMFERENCE :

STITCHED WIDTH: 

EDGE FINISHING: FOLDED EDGE (2 rows top & bottom are required) BINDING STITCH

NUMBER OF HAT BANDS to be made from supplied needlepoint: ONE TWO

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

ORDER FORM 

MARYMAC!
HAT BAND

STANDARD  SHIPPING:

FINISHED WIDTH:

Hat bands are based upon a circumferance of 25 inches.   The hat band is finished using grosgrain ribbon 1½" wide.    
Questions? Please email me: MarymacNJ@gmail.com

        

MUST BE 1½ "

GROSGRAIN RIBBON DESCRIPTION:          

If unable to decide, I am happy to send photos of your hat band with ribbbons that compliment your needlepoint. 

TOTAL DUE:
NJ RESIDENTS  please add 6.625% SALES TAX:

If you have questions or need assistance please do not hesitate to email me:  MarymacNJ@gmail.com

STITCHED LENGTH:

FREE

ADDITIONAL HAT BAND:

HAT BAND FINISHING: $70.00SHIP TO:

KAREN GAGLIANO
MARYMAC
287 RUMSON ROAD
LITTLE SILVER, NJ  07739

METHOD OF PAYMENT :

CHECK ENCLOSED

CREDIT CARD  ON FILE

QUICKBOOKS INVOICE



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Grosgrain Ribbon Hatband 
Measuring Guidelines 

 
 

HAT SIZE 
 

Our hatbands are based upon a 25” hat circumference. 
There will enough ribbon to tie an 8” bow with 4” tails. 

The tails do not extend over the hat rim. 
 
 

STITCHING REQUIREMENTS 
 

Length: 22” of needlepoint is the optimal length of needlepoint for a hatband. 
Should one wish to create two hat bands from one belt, please stitch no less than 32”   

Approximately 2” of needlepoint on each side will be covered by ribbon 
 
 

Width: Finished Hat bands are ALWAYS 1 ½ inches wide 
Stitched width MUST BE: 1 ¾ inches 

 
 

Folded edge: The width for a folded edge MUST BE 1 ¾ inches.  The folded edge requires stitching 2 
additional rows top & bottom. Customarily, the additional rows are stitched using the dominant 
background color.  If no additional rows are stitched, the ribbon will extend from behind the needlepoint. 

 
Binding Stitch:  After stitching 1 ½ inch width use the binding stitch along the top and bottom edge.   

The addition of the binding stitch replaces the need for fold rows. 
 

 
 

Should you have questions, please send me an email: MarymacNJ@gmail.com 
We are happy to answer any questions. 

 
 
 

287 RUMSON ROAD, LITTLE SILVER, NJ 07739 
www.MARYMAC.BIZ   MARYMACNJ@GMAIL.COM 


